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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
1.1 It is impossible for an organisation, whether it is a public or a private 

body, to achieve effective governance without an awareness of the 
risks and opportunities it faces in striving to achieve its strategic and 
operational objectives. 

 
1.2 While recognising that the Council has to deliver services in an 

increasingly risk-averse society, risk management is regarded as a tool 
for maximising opportunities as well as safeguarding against potential 
threats.  

 
1.3 Risk management is the systematic identification, analysis and 

economic control of opportunities and risks that challenge the assets, 
reputation and objectives of an organisation. 

 
1.4 The framework and process enables the Council to effectively manage 

strategic decision making, service planning and delivery, contingency 
and business continuity planning, project and change management, 
partnership working and health and safety arrangements to safeguard 
the wellbeing of its stakeholders and increase the likelihood of 
achieving corporate objectives. 

 
1.5 Good risk management practice offers a number of benefits. More 

particularly, it provides a means of securing and improving strategic, 
operational and service performance and financial management. It can 
also help to minimise untoward events which might result in financial 
losses, service disruption, bad publicity, threats to public health or 
claims for compensation. 

 
1.6 There is a strong and direct link between the effectiveness of the 

Council’s risk management procedures and its overall performance. 
Additionally, the discipline is an essential element of good management 
and a sound system of internal control, and therefore necessary to 
enable the Council to demonstrate that it has robust systems of 
Corporate Governance. 

 
1.7 The cement that binds these components together is ownership – 

everyone involved in the delivery of Council services must understand 
the nature of risk and accept responsibility for those risks associated 
with their area of activity. It is also expected that partner organisations 
and contractors be able to demonstrate that they too have risk 
management arrangements in place. 

 
1.8 The Risk Management and Insurance Team works proactively to 

embed the effective management of risk into the Council’s processes. 
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This is achieved through the likes of awareness raising exercises, 
workshops, training, the development of systems and procedures and 
the provision of supporting guidance material and advice. The function 
also ensures that risk issues are reviewed regularly at all levels of the 
Council.  

 
1.9  This sixth Risk Management Annual Report summarises key risk 

management activity that has taken place over the last 12 months. It 
goes on to outline risk management policies and practices now in place 
and the key issues that will be addressed in 2011/12. Also included is 
the latest version of the Corporate Risk Register with amendments 
made over the final quarter of the year ending 31st March 2011. 

 
1.10 The purpose of the report is to demonstrate that on the basis of these 

processes and the evidence of their effectiveness, it can be concluded 
that the arrangements for managing risks within the Council are sound 
and support assurances to this effect in the Annual Governance 
Statement. 
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2. STOCKTON’S APPROACH TO RISK MANAGEMENT   
 
 
2.1 As an organisation concerned with service provision and economic 

development of the Borough it is essential that the risks to achieving 
our objectives be managed so that we have the confidence to make 
decisions with less chance of unwanted surprises. 

 
2.2 By effectively managing our risks and the threats and opportunities 

which flow from them we will be in a stronger position to deliver our 
business objectives, provide improved services, enjoy better 
relationships with stakeholder groups and, achieve better value for 
money. 

 
2.3 Risk Management is therefore at the heart of what we do and the 

Council’s risk management arrangements and aims for achieving these 
objectives include having: 

 
• a clear policy, strategy and procedures that are widely disseminated 

and understood, and are reviewed periodically to ensure that they 
are promoting effective practice. 

 
• effective management of strategic and operational risks, including 

senior management and members regularly considering and 
updating the corporate risk register. 

 
• effective management of directorate risks by management teams 

through the use of risk registers, including procedures for the 
escalation of risks that could impact on the achievement of corporate 
priorities. 

 
• systems for the consideration and management of risks arising from 

Council involvement in partnerships. 
 

• effective management of risks in delivering projects and explicit 
consideration of risks by senior management and members when 
making key decisions and initiating significant projects or activities. 

 
• a clear understanding that risk management is part of the process 

for finding innovative solutions and is about carefully considering the 
risks, as well as the benefits they may bring. 

 
• robust and consistent arrangements for embedding officer and 

member understanding and ownership of risk management. 
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• sufficient dedicated resource to support the development of risk 
management across the Council. 

 
• integrated links to other corporate processes such as performance 

management and financial management to prevent risk 
management being regarded as a periodic, stand-alone, 
administrative activity separate from day to day management. 

 
2.4 Many of the ‘building blocks’ and linkages required to achieve good risk 

management are already in place, so the strategy is designed to fill in 
the gaps and bind the parts together to form a cohesive whole, rather 
than creating a whole new structure. 

 
2.5 Stockton’s risk management policy and strategy are kept under regular 

review to ensure that they are fit for purpose, reflect the business 
needs of the authority, and remain challenging and responsive to 
Government direction and requirements. 

 
2.6 Strategic risk is concerned with the management of risks to the 

achievement of strategic (business) objectives. The management of 
operational risk is dealt with primarily in directorates and concerns the 
management of day-to-day risks, including the likes of health and 
safety, professional, human resources, business continuity and 
environmental risk exposures. These are addressed by the relevant 
corporate and directorate specific policies and training. 
 

2.7 The structures and processes currently employed to manage risk within 
the Council are as more particularly described below: 

 
2.8 The Cabinet Member for Corporate Management and Finance is the 

Member Champion for risk management and works closely with the 
Corporate Director of Resources to provide management lead and 
ensure that corporate risks are identified and managed. 

 
2.9 Each directorate/business unit completes a quarterly risk return which 

provides details of the changes to their risk profile over the previous 
three months and feeds into the Corporate Risk Register (CRR). The 
Corporate Risk Manager and his team then work with risk owners 
where further input and advice are required prior to review by the Risk 
Action and Corporate Governance Groups. 
 

2.10 The CRR sits above the more detailed directorate registers and is a 
forward-looking evaluation of the Council’s most significant risks and 
opportunities relating to the achievement of its strategic objectives. 
Every risk/opportunity is allocated to a particular owner or group of 
individuals that is responsible for reviewing the risk and controls on a 
quarterly basis in conjunction with their Service Group Management 
Team. The registers provide a snapshot of the risk universe at the time 
in question, helping management to make informed decisions. 
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2.11 The Corporate Management Team (CMT) also plays a significant role 
in the risk management process by undertaking its own quarterly robust 
review of the CRR before submission to the Audit Committee for final 
approval and reporting on to full Council. 

 
2.12 These methodologies provide for a systematic and consistent approach 

to identifying corporate responsibility risks and opportunities, reviewing 
existing controls, setting associated objectives and targets for further 
risk reduction where possible and, determining appropriate time-bound 
actions to meet goals and improve performance.  

 
2.13 The strategy underpins our approach to risk management both 

internally and within the wider environment in which the Council 
functions along with the framework for ensuring that risk management 
is truly embedded. 

 
2.14 The profile and engagement in risk management continues to develop 

in Stockton and the discipline is now fully integrated into the service 
policy-making, financial planning and management processes of the 
Council. Also, there is clear evidence of the contribution that the 
programme is making to the achievement of corporate objectives, the 
delivery of innovative projects, targeting of resources and improvement 
in service delivery.  
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3. PROGRESS UPDATE 20010/11 
 
 
 
3.1 The positive progress in risk management activities during 20010/11 

has included:- 
 
3.2 External Assessments    
 

The Audit Commission: 
 
3.3 Under the Corporate Performance Assessment (CPA) regime, the 

Council achieved the maximum rating of ‘4’ for Use of Resources each 
year from 2006 to 2008. For the latter two years it also scored ‘4’ 
across all sub-categories of Use of Resources which include risk 
management and internal control. This consistent high level of 
achievement has successfully continued into the new Comprehensive 
Area Assessment (CAA) programme as Stockton is one of only three 
authorities in the country to maintain these optimum performance 
ratings.  

 
3.4 More particularly the Audit Commission has said: 
 

•   The Council has well established and effective risk management 
arrangements in place including specific risk assessment of key 
partnerships.  

• This addresses operational and organisational risks and is 
strengthened through the self-assessment process.  

• The LAA and sustainable community strategy targets and significant 
projects have risk management arrangements in place.  

• A corporate risk register is in place with links to performance 
improvement plans and service delivery plans.  

• Specific risks with financial impact are linked to the MTFP and the 
reserves and balance MTFP.  

• Risks are linked to business unit plans within services and 
responsibility for each risk is assigned to individual officers.  

• Risk identification forms are completed within services and 
consolidated into service risk registers.  

• The corporate risk register is consolidated from service registers to 
include all major high risks.  

• The corporate risk register is reviewed by the risk management 
group who provide comment and recommendations to the corporate 
governance group and CMT.  

• The corporate risk register is reported to the Audit Committee 
quarterly as well as an annual risk management report.  

• Risk updates are included in all reports to members including 
Cabinet and Executive Scrutiny.  
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• Risk management training is given as part of induction training and 
there is a programme of ongoing training for relevant staff with 
courses every three months.  

• Audit Committee members receive risk management training and the 
risk manager has produced guidance on the identification and 
assessment of strategic risk. 

• There are examples of outcomes through good risk management 
arrangements: implementation of job evaluation, Xentrall, 
Northshore footbridge, Thornaby Town centre major redevelopment, 
integrated service areas and Workwise. 

• The Council ethos is that risk is not just a threat but an opportunity 
therefore they are risk aware and not risk averse.  

 
 
3.5 In the most recent Annual Audit Letter received in December 2010, the 

findings reported by the Audit Commission’s were: 
 

“The Council’s approach to risk management and internal control is 
strong and effective. Effective risk management has helped deliver 
progressive plans and developments, with benchmarking showing best 
practice”.   

  
3.6 External Consultants: 

 
 In early 2010 the Council commissioned specialist external consultants 
to carry out an independent objective examination of its risk 
management programme to determine whether it remained fit for 
purpose and continued to properly address all aspects of the authority’s 
business activities. More particularly, this entailed a process review  to 
compare and contrast the current risk management policy, strategy and 
methodology with best practice to gauge performance and standing 
against a recognised achievement level – the National Performance 
Model for Risk Management published by the Association of Local 
Authority Risk Managers in 2010.  
 

3.7 The assessment covered seven strands – leadership and 
management, strategy and policy, people, partnership shared risks and 
resources, processes and tools, risk handling and assurance, 
outcomes and delivery to test the extent to which risk management is 
having a positive effect on the achievement of corporative objectives.  

 
3.8 The assessment measured maturity in these areas at one of 5 levels 

i.e. risk management is (1) engaging, (2) happening, (3) working, (4) 
embedded and integrated and (5) driving the Council. 

 
3.9 The findings were received in mid-September 2010 and, overall, the 

Council’s maturity standard was assessed at level 4. There were seven 
recommendations for further enhancement of operational procedures 
with a view to moving even closer to the level 5 standard of 
achievement in the future, which is regarded as an aspirational goal. 
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3.10 The report concluded the results demonstrate that the Council remains 
at/close to the forefront of best risk management practice in most 
activity areas covered by the national model, and asserted that there is 
a very high level of corporate governance assurance in Stockton.  

 
3.11 Internal Assessments  

 
Internal Audit appraised the Council’s risk management systems and 
procedures in conjunction with a review of Service Grouping Risk 
Registers in September 2010.  There was positive feedback from the 
audit as follows: 

 
• Clear and robust processes are in place for the identification, 

monitoring and reporting of risks within each of the service areas, 
with plenty of guidance and training available from the Risk 
Management Team (all of which can be easily located on the SBC 
intranet). 

• Each of the service areas confirmed that the guidance is followed in 
the production of their risk registers. 

• There are clear monitoring and reporting arrangements in place, 
with plenty of opportunity for identified risks to be challenged.  

 
3.12 Overall the audit received a ‘Substantial Assurance’ rating 

acknowledging a sound system of internal controls, but with 
recommendations that would further strengthen these controls. 
 
The recommendations have all been addressed subsequently. 

  
3.13 Improving the framework for identifying and managing risk across 

the authority – During 2010/11 there has been further consolidation of 
the enhancement and development work carried out on the Council’s 
computerised risk profiling system, MKInsight, which is shared with 
Internal Audit and information Security Services.  
 

3.14 The database has now been populated with all of the service group risk 
registers which were formerly recorded on spreadsheets. This provides 
a mechanism to ensure that risk owners are prompted for updates 
ahead of deadline dates in their action plans to help ensure that risks 
are regularly reviewed in accordance with the corporate timescales.  
 
Also, the depth and quality of management information has been 
significantly enhanced for analysis and reporting purposes.  
 

3.15 Furthermore, themed links have been developed to strengthen 
monitoring of risk issues and associated performance and compliance 
management across the whole audit universe. For the future, there are 
plans to extend the application to include a separate module for Health 
& Safety that will further embed the common approach to risk 
management in all business activity. 
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3.16 Projects and Partnerships – The Risk Management Team continued 

to provide close risk management support for Building Schools for the 
Future programme until it was axed by the new coalition government in 
July 2010. This included guidance on developing risk management 
approaches to the project and associated working arrangements, 
supporting risk moderation assessments, compiling Invitation to Tender 
contract documentation and evaluations for the procurement of 
specialist risk management and insurance services and, providing 
information for environmental risk assessments. There have been 
similar commitments to the Billingham Integrated Health and Social 
Care Facility and Housing Futures initiatives. The latter included 
extensive work with external consultants to appraise and put in place 
appropriate insurance coverage for environmental impairment liability 
risks in relation to the transfer of Stockton’s housing stock to the new 
NE housing group, Vela.   

  
3.17 Similar support services have also been provided throughout the year 

to Stockton’s outsourced leisure management company, Tees Active 
Leisure Ltd. Of particular note in this regard are the risk surveys 
undertaken at the Tees Barrage White Water site at various stages of 
the construction works and at Billingham Forum during the current 
major refurbishment programme. 

 
3.18 Cleveland Local Resilience Forum – The Forum was formed in 2004 

and is the body that oversees emergency planning and civil 
contingencies across the four unitary local authority areas of Stockton, 
Hartlepool, Redcar and Cleveland and Middlesbrough and is co-
terminous with the boundary of Cleveland Police and Cleveland Fire 
Brigade. It comprises of senior officials representing all Category 1 
Responders, as defined in the Civil Contingencies Act, together with 
key partners. 

 
3.19 Members of the Forum are tasked to ensure that there is an 

appropriate level of preparedness for an effective, integrated response 
to serious or major civil incidents, business interruptions, emergencies 
or disasters that may have a significant impact upon businesses, the 
local economy and communities in the Tees Valley region. 
 

3.20 The Corporate Risk and Insurance Manager represents Stockton on 
the Local Resilience Risk Assessment Working Group. This sub-group 
uses subject matter experts to produce a qualative and quantative 
scale against which all identified hazards can be measured. The main 
focus of the work in 2010/11 has again been undertaking assessments 
of specific community risk vulnerabilities to meet legal requirements 
under the Civil Contingencies Act. These are assimilated into the 
Community Risk Register and used also for the purposes of developing 
action plans to control and minimise those hazards that may present 
the most risk to the local community.  
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3.21 The work also involves liaising closely with Stockton’s Emergency 
Planning Officer and Service Managers to ensure that the Council has 
appropriate contingency arrangements in place to properly fulfil its 
statutory responsibilities.  
 

3.22 In conjunction with the Cleveland Emergency Planning Unit, the Risk 
Assessment Working Group (RAWG) has carried out regular reviews of 
the Community Risk Register since its inception in 2005/6. There are 
currently 90 risks in the register, of which 19 are currently led by the 
local authorities including those with a joint agency approach. The 
RAWG meets quarterly to amend and update the detailed individual 
risk sub-category assessments and the latest version of the Community 
Risk Register is available for viewing on the Cleveland Emergency 
Planning website. 

 
3.23 Insurance Renewals – The development of a consortium framework 

for the procurement of insurance cover in conjunction with Darlington 
Borough Council in 2008 enabled both authorities to significantly 
reduce their spend on insurance premiums. The project proved an 
excellent example of how collaborative working can generate real 
efficiency savings which cut costs while improving services. 

 
3.24 The reductions were achieved without compromising the scope and 

quality of the insurance cover, and with a significantly lower stop loss 
limit, a consortia rebate and 5 years’ long-term agreement discount. A 
second year fixed term rates guarantee was also negotiated and 
ensured that the 2009/10 insurance renewals were completed at 
expiring terms.  

 
3.25 It is pleasing to report that the absence of any significant changes in 

insurance market conditions and, being able to demonstrate a stable 
claims experience, enabled the Council to take advantage of the 5 
year’s long term agreement concession once again in 2010/11. Thus, 
renewal of insurance policies for that year was also achieved at 2008 
rates, resulting in further tangible savings for the third year running. 

 
3.26 The renewals process included a reassessment of Stockton’s risk 

management strategy and initiatives and it has been acknowledged 
that the results of this contributed to the achievement of the 
advantageous renewal terms. 

 
3.27 Insurance Issues - In addition to administering the portfolio of 

externally placed insurances and managing the Council’s self-
insurance funds, the Insurance Team continues to experience 
significant pressures and demands arising from a more robust 
approach adopted by many third party claimants and solicitors when 
making claims against the Council.  

 
3.28 This year claim numbers have increased by over 15% and settlement 

costs continue to rise exponentially reflecting higher awards of 
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damages and associated legal costs. The deterioration in claims 
experience is attributed largely to a high volume of highway 
maintenance related claims and particularly those received from the 
public for damage to their vehicles as a result of potholes in the roads. 
These are due to the prolonged period of severe winter weather 
experienced for the second year in a row, with last December’s 
temperatures reaching the lowest levels recorded for over 100 years.  
 

3.29 The weather conditions also brought about a corresponding increase in 
the number of motor vehicle and property damage claims, the latter 
having been further compounded by an unprecedented spate of 
incidents involving the theft of lead from the roofs of Council buildings. 
A summary insurance claims comparison is included at Appendix A of 
the report. 
 

3.30 In last year’s report reference was made to the expected introduction of 
new legislation to give effect to Lord Justice Jackson’s key reforms to 
civil litigation costs. These were finally confirmed in March 2011 and 
when implemented they will in particular: 

 
• Abolish the claimants’ right to recover case success fees and after 

the event insurance premiums from defendants. 
• Limit the amount that may be taken from claimants as success fees 

by their solicitors to 25% of the award of damages in personal 
injury cases. 

• Allow a 10% increase in the award of general damages.  
• Introduce qualified one way cost shifting so that the losing claimant 

pays a proportion of the defendant’s costs to ward off speculative 
claims. 

• Increase the prescribed hourly rate recoverable by litigants in 
person to discourage the use of lawyers in small claims cases.  

  
3.31 In general terms these changes are seen as largely favourable to 

defendant parties such as local authorities as they are intended to 
remove the threat of excessive costs associated with ‘no win, no fee’ 
type cases. 
 

3.32 Meanwhile, the new Ministry of Justice reforms for third party personal 
injury claims arising from road traffic accidents (RTA) came into force 
on the 30 April 2010. Under the new legislation, solicitors acting for 
claimants send a ‘claim notification form’ to the Council’s insurer via a 
new electronic portal, and the latter has only 15 working days to decide 
on liability. 
 

3.33 Should the insurer fail to respond within the time frame allowed, then 
financial penalties/procedural constraints may be incurred to the 
detriment of the Council. It is pleasing to confirm that by working in 
close partnership with its insurers, Stockton has successfully met the 
requirements of the time pressures on decision making in all RTA 
cases received to date. 
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3.34 Self-Insurance Provisions and Reserves – Ever since the demise of 
Municipal Mutual Insurance Company in the early 1980’s it has been 
virtually impossible to purchase ground-up cover (cover without 
excesses) from the insurance market for most risks. The Council has 
therefore had a self-insurance strategy in place for many years 
retaining more of its risks in-house by taking voluntary deductibles 
(excesses) under various policies. This ensures that externally placed 
insurance covers respond only at higher levels, thus reducing the 
insurers’ exposures to claims. Consequently, they are able to offer 
significant premium discounts which enable the Council, in turn, to 
achieve substantial savings and demonstrate value for money in its 
budgets.  

 
3.35 Internal funds have been set up to meet the self-insured claims and it is 

essential that these are reviewed at regular intervals to certify that the 
provisions are sufficient to meet the ultimate financial liabilities. Also, to 
determine the level of financial injection needed to cover future years’ 
self-retained risks. 

 
3.36 Following the previous review in 2007/8, a further external actuarial 

evaluation has been undertaken in 2010/11. This has provided 
assurance in compliance with the Institute of Actuaries’ Guidance 
requirements that the Council’s financial provisions are adequate to 
meet known and potential claims and, proposed levels of funding 
injection for future years retained claims, together with any contingent 
liabilities that are reasonably foreseeable at the present time. 
 

3.37  Benchmarking risk management with other public sector 
organisations - The Council participates in a regional risk 
management benchmarking group to compare risk management 
approaches, practices and performance with neighbouring local 
authorities and other public sector bodies in the following areas: 

 
• Risk Management Strategy 
• Elected Member Involvement 
• Corporate Governance 
• Risk Identification 
• Consultation 
• Communication 
 

3.38 The survey is also intended to assist the respondents in identifying best 
practice and thereby advance initiatives within their own organisation, 
whilst measuring their risk management performance relative to other 
similar authorities. As well as allowing this peer comparison therefore, 
members of the group also use it as a development tool to learn and 
improve. 
 

3.39 This exercise is undertaken annually and on this occasion ten 
authorities participated. Stockton achieved a score of 94.49% which 
was a 5% improvement on the previous year’s results and, for the 
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second year running, was the best overall rating of all the organisations 
involved. The full results of the survey are shown in Appendix A of the 
report. 

 
3.40 As a corollary of the above it is pleasing to report that the Council has 

suffered no major service interruptions in 20010/11 as a result of failing 
to identify or manage risk. 
 

3.41 Risk Management Services Customer Satisfaction Survey - Each 
year the Risk Management Section also undertakes an annual survey 
of client departments across the Council to obtain feedback on their 
level of satisfaction with the services provided. This is based upon 
responses to a questionnaire covering 18 elements of the service 
which are rated on a range of scores between 1 and 5. The current 
target level of achievement is 4 and this has again been exceeded and 
improved upon as shown in the latest results included at Appendix A of 
the report. 

 
Other on-going strategic and operational activities include: 

 
3.42 Partnership and Project Management Risks – As the Council is 

increasingly using partnership working to deliver its priorities and 
services, there is increased emphasis on the need to ensure that risks 
associated with working in partnerships with other organisations are 
identified and, where possible, managed through formal contracts and 
partnership agreements. There are also systems for carrying out risk 
assessments before entering into any partnership and for monitoring 
and reviewing risks throughout the period of the working arrangements 
as set out in the Council’s partnership guidance manual. 

 
3.43 Annual Assurance Statements - Seeking confirmation in Senior 

Manager’s Annual Assurance Statements that processes are in place 
to ensure that controls identified to support the positioning of risks in 
their risk registers are working effectively. 

 
3.44 Anti-fraud and Corruption Strategy – this is being maintained to help 

promote a culture which prevents such instances or, where it does 
occur, detail how it will be dealt with. Additionally, the Council operates 
a whistle-blowing policy to provide a means for fraud and corruption, 
irregularity and mal-practice to be reported. 
 

3.45 Business Continuity Plans As indicated previously; these have been 
prepared for most of the Council’s key services and for the authority as 
a whole. The plans are informed by internal business risks and the 
external risks are flagged by the Local Resilience Forum’s Community 
Risk Register. The business continuity management framework has 
been reviewed in line with the BS25999 BCM Standard and revised 
guidance is being tested within designated Service areas prior to 
corporate roll-out. Although additional work is still required in this 
important area, business continuity is a constant process to maintain 
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services’ ongoing awareness of measures needed to ensure that the 
consequences of any business interruption event is minimised.  

 
3.46 Training and Support - The Council’s Risk Management Team, 

together with specially commissioned external specialists, have 
continued to provide basic risk management awareness briefings and 
full Managing Risk and Opportunity training days for members and 
officers during 2010/11.  

 
3.47 The quarterly Managing Risk and Opportunity training courses 

introduce risk management concepts and explain Stockton’s approach 
by means of relevant case study and worked examples. As has been 
the practice in previous years, four of these one-day training events 
were offered during 20010/11. However, demand for the courses has 
diminished over the last year, which situation is attributed primarily to 
most eligible managers/supervisors having already received the 
training and, there being few new candidates coming forward due to 
the present moratorium on recruitment across the authority. 
Consequently, in the absence of viable bookings, only one of the 
planned courses actually took place with three attendees. Extracts from 
the evaluations from this course are set out in Appendix A of the report 
and demonstrate that the event was well received and valued by the 
participants. Notwithstanding the fall-off in attendance therefore, it is 
intended to continue making the training available in 20011/12 adopting 
a flexible approach to delivery according to demand.  

 
3.48 The Risk Manager has also facilitated various risk workshops and met 

or communicated with individuals to help identify assess and record risk 
to provide management information. Additionally, in the course of the 
year there have been a series of locally held workshops and seminars 
on topical risk management issues provided by ALARM (The 
Association of Local Authority Risk Managers) and, more focused 
training for elected members appointed to the Audit Committee.  

 
3.49  The risk management site on the intranet has been maintained and 

updated to provide further advice and guidance and contact details, 
and all relevant information can be accessed by members and officers. 
The comprehensive support material available includes Guidance on 
the Identification and Assessment of Strategic Risks, Risk Management 
Guidance Notes for Elected Members and Guidance for Elected 
Members Appointed to Joint/Outside Bodies as well as risk assessment 
forms and other useful information. 
  

3.50 Risk Management Funds – As part of the major re-tendering exercise 
for external insurance services in 2008/9 an annual £10,000 premium 
discount was negotiated with the successful insurers, to be used 
exclusively for the procurement of risk management support services. 
To date this has been expended in part on buying in the services of 
professional training providers to provide specialist input to courses for 
members and officers. Further calls were made on this resource in 
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2010/11 to fund the Risk Management Health Check Exercise referred 
to earlier in the report and other planned initiatives including the 
ongoing review of motor fleet management risks. 

 
3.51 The Risk Management and Insurance Team continues to drive the risk 

management processes at corporate and service levels and also 
provides specific risk management advice and support to a variety of 
corporate and service projects including the following:. 

 
• Risk Management planning and support for large scale community 

events e.g. SIRF, Christmas Festival and Market, the Infinity Bridge 
celebrations and Spring Festival and Take to the Tees Event. 

• Preparing guidance on requirements for legal liability insurance and 
levels of indemnity for use in partnership and project agreements 
and contracts with other outside organisations. 

• Advising on risk transfer arrangements under the insurance and 
indemnity clauses of significant contract agreements. 

• Providing support and advice on managing children at risk in play 
provision at parks and outdoor spaces e.g. Romano Park 
Regeneration Scheme. 

• Providing consultancy services to the Schools’ Risk Assessment 
and Management Group. 

• Carrying out risk surveys at Billingham Forum during the course of 
the ongoing major refurbishment works at this site. 

• Undertaking contract pre-qualification questionnaire evaluations. 
• Assisting with the planning and delivery of risk management 

workshops for ALARM NE Region. 
• Conducting post-settlement risk management reviews into issues 

arising from serious personal injury employers’ liability claims. 
• Continued monitoring and review of the 12 high level strategic 

development projects linked to the Council Plan. 
• Providing support and advice to the Motor Fleet Working Group 

reviewing the management of council-owned, private and leased 
vehicles used for business purposes. 

 
3.52 The year has also seen many of the arrangements previously put in 

place becoming more firmly embedded and, further consolidation of the 
corporate risk process as a whole.  
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4.  KEY ISSUES FOR 20011/12 AND BEYOND 
 
 
4.1 Comprehensive Spending Review - The effects of the Government’s 

recent spending review will create unprecedented budgetary pressures 
on all major services over the next four years and raise substantial 
challenges for the Council in delivering these services. The reductions in 
public sector funding are likely to have a serious effect on Stockton’s risk 
profile and have far reaching implications for risk management and 
insurance arrangements.  

 
4.2 In particular the cut backs could have an impact on the quality and level 

of services that may be delivered because the Authority will have to 
perform its role with a substantial amount less. And some of the key 
individual risks identified are: 

 
 Loss of funding and financial uncertainty 
 Short-term decisions and long-term implications 
 Partnership working and supply chain challenges 
 Damage to reputation 
 Loss of community cohesion 
 Workforce planning challenges 
 Emergency and crisis response threats 
 Data loss and privacy incidents 
 Failure to manage organisational change 
 Climate change threats 
 Demographic change 
 Governance and regulatory failure 

 
4.3 Failing to take a considered, professional approach to such issues risks 

not only an adverse effect on service delivery, but could also become 
costly, and threaten to cancel out the very savings the reductions are 
intended to achieve 

 
4.4  Future Insurance Costs - Insurance premiums in the UK have 

remained fairly stable in recent years, but with the current turmoil in the 
financial markets, the global recession and claims costs on the rise, 
there is renewed pressure for increases. Some of the main factors which 
affect rates are: 

 
• Lower investment returns for insurers 
• Higher reinsurance prices 
• Increased risks from cut backs in spending on health & safety, asset 

maintenance and replacement 
• A general rise in the levels of fraudulent claims and other crimes 

correlating with the economic downturn 
• Claims inflation e.g. legal costs, awards of damages, NHS treatment 

costs, motor repair costs etc 
• Increases in the frequency and severity of weather-related events 
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• Emerging technology risks e.g. nanotechnology, electromagnetic 
fields, GM foods etc 

• Legislative changes e.g. Ministry of Justice claims process reforms 
and the Corporate Manslaughter Act 2007, Health & Safety (Offences) 
Act 2008  

 
4.5 The Council can expect to see the affects of these factors coupled with 

close scrutiny of claims experience influencing renewal terms offered by 
its insurers in the remaining two years period of the current Long Term 
Agreement and on retendering its external insurance portfolio in 2013.  
 

4.6 This allied to the task of delivering efficiency targets associated with the 
significant pressure coming from public spending cuts means that now, 
more than ever, a strong focus on good risk management practices is 
essential. The situation could also prove a catalyst for further changes to 
current insurance buying practices and risk financing arrangements and 
provide new opportunities for regional or consortium purchasing and 
pooling schemes in the future.  

 
4.7 Self-retained liability claims handling - The Council does not have the 

in-house capacity and resources to deal with all claims presented 
against its self-insurance funds. External specialist claims handlers and 
civil liability lawyers are appointed for this purpose and the current 
contracts for these services are due to expire in 2011/12. Work is in 
hand in preparation for a competitive tendering exercise for the former 
and to negotiate suitable extensions of the latter so that appropriate 
arrangements are in place from 1June 2011.  
 

4.8 Partnership Risk Management – Increasingly more of what the Council 
does will be delivered through partnerships with other organisations. 
Partnerships bring risks as well as opportunities. The Council will not just 
have dependencies on partners, but also on suppliers or contractors. 
Additionally, as procurement and commissioning become even more 
high profile, greater attention will need to be given to managing supply 
chain risks.  

 
4.9 It is recognised that the changing landscape gives rise to new training 

needs and updated guidance in these areas and it is proposed to review 
these and options for addressing the requirements in the course of 
2011/12. 
 

4.10 Also, in the new year it is hoped that risk management funding provided 
by the Council’s insurers will be available to deliver advanced training for 
Highway Inspectors and, to undertake an independent review of the 
current business continuity management arrangements. 
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4.11 Other issues for the year ahead include 
 
• Effectively supporting the Chief Executive Officer and Corporate 

Directors in maintaining the Corporate Risk Register and their 
Portfolio risk registers. 

• Implementing the recommendations of the Risk Management Health 
Check Exercise. 

• Embedding the new external claims handling and legal services 
contract arrangements 

• Responding to the proposed introduction of further reforms to the civil 
justice system in England and Wales arising from new consultation 
“Solving Disputes in the County Courts: Creating a Simpler, Quicker 
and more Proportionate System” and which follows on from Lord 
Justice Jackson’s Review of Civil Litigation Costs in 2011.   

• Continuing to review and develop corporate risk management strategy 
and risk management processes in line with good practice and good 
governance. 

• Ensuring that risk management is used effectively throughout the 
Council, so that its community ambitions are achieved. 

• Further extending and embedding risk management into the school 
environment. 

• Refining and further developing the risk management training 
programme as appropriate and updating the accompanying guidance 
material. 

• Providing opportunities for training and shared learning on risk 
management across the Council, including Members and partners. 

• Further enhancing and developing the MKInsight software application. 
• Considering ways of further assisting Community and Voluntary 

Groups in improving their risk management practices as required.   
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5. UPDATE OF THE CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 

QUARTER 4 – MARCH 2011 
 
 
5.1 The Council’s practice of producing and regularly reviewing and 

updating the Corporate Risk Register is part of an ongoing process 
designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the 
authority’s policies, aims and objectives. It evaluates the likelihood of 
those risks being realised, the impact should they occur, and records 
the measures in place to manage them efficiently, effectively and 
economically to minimise potential adverse outcomes. 

 
5.2 At the end of each quarter the Corporate Risk Register (CRR) is 

refreshed and revised to ensure its continuing relevance to corporate 
objectives. The previous version of the register recorded the position as 
at 31st December 2010 when there were 9 risk entries. All Service 
Groups have been contacted subsequently and their returns show that 
there have been some minor changes to the Authority’s risk profile over 
the months in question. More particularly, one new risk has been 
added, an existing risk deleted, and a number of the current entries 
updated. The total number of significant risks in the CRR at the end of 
Q4 thus remains unchanged at 9. 

 
5.3 The deleted risk was the entry for the Integrated Health and Social 

Care Facility, Billingham. In the event, the Council has been unable to 
secure the £35m Private Finance Initiative credits from the Department 
of Health to part fund the project and in the absence of this essential 
financial backing, the scheme is unable to proceed at the present time.   

 
5.4 The new entry in the register in Q4 relates to data protection and 

privacy issues around the use of unencrypted laptops and other 
removable storage devices across the Council. Encryption software is 
currently being rolled out for mandatory use but exposures to the threat 
of unauthorised disclosure of unprotected personal and sensitive data 
remain until this programme has been completed and is fully 
commissioned. Having regard to the potential for substantial financial 
penalties, associated adverse publicity and reputational damage until 
these security measures are properly in place, the risk is assessed at 
level 16 ‘High’ and included in the CRR with a high priority status for 
mitigation.   

 
5.5  The other amendments notified for Quarter 4 are confined to updates of 

the general management details and arrangements for existing entries 
in the register and of the numbering sequence. 
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5.6 For purposes of record, all of the changes referred to above have been 
incorporated in the latest version of the Corporate Risk Register which 
is included at Appendix B of the report.  

 
5.7 The updated version of the Risk Register will be made available in the 

Members’ Library and an electronic copy incorporating the supporting 
risk assessment details (accessed by double-clicking the embedded 
risk issue logo) is to be placed on the intranet (Toolkit/Risk 
Management and Insurance/Risk Management/Corporate Risk 
Register). 
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Appendix A  
 
 
 
  

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
 

 
 
1. ALARM North East Risk Management Benchmarking Surveys: 
 
 
 
 

Authority – ( Type ) 2010/11 Ranking 
   
(A) - Unitary  75.34 9 
(B) - Metropolitan 87.78 4 
(C) - Unitary 89.25 2 
(D) - Metropolitan 66.65 10 
(E) - Police 89.01 3 
(F) - County  :  82.17 5 
(G) – Unitary:  Stockton Borough Council 94.49 1 
(H) - Unitary 75.37 8 
(I) - Metropolitan 82.04 6 
(J) - Unitary 79.05 7 
 
 
 
 
2. Customer Satisfaction Survey Results: 
 
Risk Management Services Satisfaction Surveys are currently based on 19 
questions with a range of scoring between 1 to 5, with 5 being “Excellent”, 3 
“Met Demand” and 1 being “Poor”. 
 
Insurance Services Satisfaction Surveys are carried out on a similar basis, but 
with questions aligned directly with those of other comparable finance 
business units, and historic/current feedback results in both areas are as 
follows: 
 
 

Score Service Area 2005/06 2006/7 2007/8 2008/9 2009/10 2010/11 
Risk Management 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.2 4.5 4.6 
Insurance 4.3 3.7 4.1 4.5 4.6 4.8 
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APPENDIX A 
Continued

 
 
 
 
3. Training Course Evaluations: 
 
As previously reported, there has been only one Managing Risk and 
Opportunity training course in 2010/11 with three attendees. The feedback 
from the participants was as follows: 
 
Course Objectives: 
 Yes % No % Did not 

respond % 

Did you find the course enjoyable? 67  33 
Were the course objectives clearly set out? 100 -  
Do you think the objectives were achieved? 100 -  
 
Delivery of Training: 
 Strongly agree   >   >   > Strongly disagree

       1               2               3               4 
Presentation was clear and 
understandable    % 67      33   

Resources were appropriate and 
comprehensive    %      67      33   

Training was delivered to an 
appropriate level    %      67       33   

Length of course was acceptable    % 67       33   

    <         100%        >   
 

4. Service Performance Endorsements 
 
Risk Management Services: 
 
“My services and I always receive a first rate service from you and your team” 
 
Head of Democratic Services. 10.9.2010 
  
Insurance Services: 
 
“Good job, I gave you high marks. Your team does deserve high marks as I think they 
provide a great service” 
 
Service Development Manager, Care For Your Area. 4.6.10  
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APPENDIX A 
Continued

 
 
 
 

5. Insurance Claims Summary 
 

Nos. of Claims Received 
Types of Claims  

2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 

Public & miscellaneous 
Liability  362 385 449 

Employer’s Liability  21 16 22 

Motor Vehicle 188 236 279 

Property  31 35 54 

Miscellaneous non-
Liability  4 7 12 

Uninsured Loss 
Recovery  56 69 47 

Annual Grand Total  662 748 863 
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Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

I =

X

L-

=

5

4

20

I =

X

L-

=

5

4

20 High

1) Ongoing discussions with SBC finance and scheme legal 
advisers, to look at using surplus capital receipts from other 

Housing Regeneration schemes.

2) Ongoing discussions with HCA and SBC finance and scheme 
legal advisers.

3) Ongoing discussions with Dunelm and Registered Providers, 
SBC finance and scheme legal advisers.

4) Progressing CPO to complete site assembly, in line with 
contractual arrangements.

5) Regular monitoring of school demolition / site assembly 
progress. Also, Rent to Buy model developed to assist house 

builders with sales and subsequent profit to continue build, and 
assisted homeownership.

6) Ongoing discussions with HCA and SBC finance and scheme 
legal advisers.

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62829.xls?view=Display

Appendix B

Katharine LintonReview Date: 
June 2011   

Target Date
March 2012

Officer Responsible

Professional/ 
Managerial

Environmental
Reputation
Financial

Legal

Housing  Board 
Mandale / Hardwick, Parkfield and  Swainby Road 

Steering Groups
Ongoing discussions with Barratt / Haslam
Ongoing discussions with SBC Finance.

Measures already in place 
to control risk

Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next yearPrevious 

Risk Score

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ]

   CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
 Quarter 4  March 2011                                                              

RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective Present Risk 

Score

Target Date

DANS
Housing 
Regen.

1 DANS 
SIP 
4.1

   Implementing the Housing   
   Regeneration Masterplan
Housing Market Renewal area. - Failure 
to obtain sufficient funding / support to 
deliver the masterplan (to purchase both 
residential and commercial units), 

1. Parkfield - 1)Post election spending 
cuts stop £8m Homes and Community 
Agency (HCA) funding agreement being 
confirmed (Swainby Rd risk too)
2) Unable to defray £4.4m SHIP (Single 
Housing Investment Pot) and HMR 
(Housing Market Renewal) allocation for 
2010/11
3) Not enough funding allocated in next 
Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR)

2. Mandale -  4) Barratt / Haslam unable 
to purchase Phase 2 land and subsequent 
lack of funding for Phase 3 decant.

3. Hardwick  -
 5) Barratt / Haslam unable to purchase 
final land tranche at Hardwick 1 July 
2010.
4. Swainby Road  -
6) Unable to defray £2.5m  HCA allocation 
for 2010/11                   

Q4 March 2011 Corporate Risk Register  
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Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

Appendix B

Officer Responsible
Measures already in place 

to control risk
Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next yearPrevious 

Risk Score

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ]

   CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
 Quarter 4  March 2011                                                              

RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective Present Risk 

Score

Target Date

I =
x

L =

=

4

4

16

I =
x

L =

=

4

4

16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62835.xls?view=Display

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62820.xls?view=Display

Professional/ 
Managerial

Environmental
Reputation
Financial

Legal
Environmental

Gate keeping via internal Resource Panel and Multi-agency 
Panel

 ( MAP ), and adult multi disciplinary panel.

Efficiency, Improvement & Transformation (EIT) review on 
Children's placements and LD Housing Support.

Orginal target date of march 2011 has been revised.  A key 
area within this risk is the lack of placements within the 

borough and the higher costs of out of borough placements.  
Plans are currently being developed to increase placement 
capacity within the borough including the development of 
children's residential provision and LD housing project.  
however, these plans are not sufficiently developed to 

mitigate the risks at this point.

 Review Date 
May-11       

Target Date  
March 2012

All Heads of 
Service

Reviewed 
monthly       

Target Date 
Indeterminate

Lead Officer -
Richard 

Poundford
Numerous Council led and multi-agency strategies have 
already been implemented. These are being continually 
enhanced and new ones developed to eliminate the risks 
where possible, and to reduce those with immutable presence 
to the lowest possible levels. Vigilant monitoring, tracking and 
review processes with monthly reporting to the CMT and to 
Cabinet and active risk management at all service levels.

3 CESC  
12

CESC
Adult 

Strategy & 
Children & 

Young 
People's 
Strategy

Social
 Economic

Reputational
Service Quality

Financial

Placements for people with Complex needs
Overspend in relation to budget due to 
unpredictability of demand in relation to 

specialist placements for:
· Children who are difficult to place, including 

adoptive placements;
· High cost transitions to adult services

· Particular intensive LD placements; and
· Having to move children out of the area due 

to lack of choice over provision.
This includes local and out of area 

placements.

Corporate 2 CORP The effects and unpredictability of the current 
economic downturn and global recession on 
the local economy jobs and residents, and on 
the ability of SBC to deliver the Council Plan 

and Strategy.

The Council's budgetary preparations, the built in 
flexibility of the medium term financial and service 
plans and the progressive implementation of the 
efficiency, improvement and transformation 
programme. 
Use of discretionary housing benefit payments 
scheme.
Working with National Government, regional and 
local partners to put in place measures to help 
mitigate some of the effects of the economic 
downturn. Identifying and utilising all available relief 
and enterprise funding to mitigate the impact of 
redundancies by providing advice, support and 
training to those people affected. Fortnightly meetings 
between the Association of NE Councils and the 
regional Government Minister to monitor the 
economic conditions. Vigilant monitoring and 
continual review of the economic situation by CMT 
and Cabinet. Regional funding from ONE to provide 
financial support to companies experiencing trading 
difficulties and working closely with other agencies 
and business partners to develop solutions and 
practical ongoing support. Pilot skills-swap schemes.  
The multi-agency TV Housing Recovery Task Force 
has been established to respond to worsening 
housing market and to explore and implement means 
of mitigating some of the effects. Enhanced services 
from SDaIS for the provision of help and advice to 
members of the community and wide publicity of local 
support services through Stockton News and the local 
media. The positive impact on the local economy of 
delivering public sector funded schemes e.g. The 
Infinity Bridge, Splash extension, refurbishment of 
Billingham Forum, upgrade of the Tees White Water 
Course.
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Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

Appendix B

Officer Responsible
Measures already in place 

to control risk
Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next yearPrevious 

Risk Score

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ]

   CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
 Quarter 4  March 2011                                                              

RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective Present Risk 

Score

Target Date

I = 4 I = 4

Review Date 
20.5.11

X

L =

4

X

L = 4

Target Date 
30/03/12

=
16

= 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62817.xls?view=Display

CESC 5 CESC04

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62814.xls?view=Display

= 16  = 16 High

Tony Beckwith
Target Date 
March 2012  

  Review Date 
May 2011

Normal controls for agreeing capital budgets and 
priorities for spending

Interim funding of one year has been allocated by DFE. 
Priorities are being drawn and incorporated into Capital Asset 

Strategy. Funding for schools (condition and capacity) is 
reviewed and prioritised by Schools Capital Programme Team 

which meets quarterly. However, detailed plans remain 
contingent on further information from government and the 

outcome of the James Review.

Professional
Managerial
Reputation
Financial        

Social           
Legal

School Capital Programmes              
Impact of Comprehensive Spending Review 

could significantly impact on ability of the 
Council to take forward modernisation 
programmes for Stockton's schools.

All Heads of 
Service

Implementation of recommendations of ongoing VFM reviews 
including FACS Review, LD housing Project, Re-structure of 
Adult Social Care Teams, EIT Review of Children's 
Placements

CESC 4 Professional
Managerial
Reputation
Financial        

Social           
Legal

CESC0
7

Finance and resource availability in CESC 
services

CESC funding in comparison to levels and 
unpredictability of demand.  There continue 
to be significant pressures particularly from 
Adults services. Overall across CESC 
previous years managed surpluses and 
under spends on children’s services are 
maintaining the overall CESC budget for 
08/09. For 2009/10 onwards, at a strategic 
level, we expect to be able to balance the 
MTFP over the next couple of years though 
a number of efficiency reviews will need to 
be carried out within an Efficiency 
Improvement and Transformation Plan.

Explicit MTFP agreed and monitored on regular basis 
within service grouping – risks and pressures 
identified to CMT and Cabinet. Quarterly service 
reviews undertaken. Service Level Agreements 
established with providers including in-house services. 
Health Select Committee have investigated level of 
Social Care funding allocation.   Vacancy control 
through SGMT.    Action currently being reviewed for 
next year includes a freeeze on supplies and services 
(given the savings being generated from smarter 
procurement) and continuation of savings / staff 
turnover to enable pressures / growth on areas such 
as Direct Payments, fostering, child and elderly 
placements to be accommodated.                                  
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Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

Appendix B

Officer Responsible
Measures already in place 

to control risk
Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next yearPrevious 

Risk Score

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ]

   CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
 Quarter 4  March 2011                                                              

RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective Present Risk 

Score

Target Date

Corp
6 I = I= 4

x x

L= L= 4

= = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62832.xls?view=Display

DANS

Tech.
7

TS10
I = I = 4

Services X X

L = L = 4
= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62838.xls?view=Display

Council policies and guidelines on secure handling of 
senstive personal data / Safend encryption roll-out 

programme

1. Complete roll-out of Safend software to encrypt all laptops 
on asset register and controls all USB memory sticks         

2. Identify all laptops that are not on asset register and recall 
them for encryption and anti-virus software update. 

Identification of laptops will be done via the Information 
Governance Group respresentatives through requests to 

Head of service. Information Security manager to  highlight 
issue and associated activities required in KYIT 

Target Date 
for (1)        
Mar-11       

Target date for 
(2) TBC

Peter McCannUnencrypted laptops and other removable 
storage devices

Economic
Managerial
Reputation
Financial        

Social           
Service
Quality

Environmental

Russell Smith
At the current time there is no reduction in likelihood or probability 

unless some physical works are carried out.  And there is no 
funding available to do this at the current time.

Currently trying to reduce the length of the time that the impact will 
be present for by doing some feasibility work. 

Review       
June 2011

Target Date
March  2012 

Some allowance has been made for ongoing repairs.  In 
order to reduce the impact of traffic signal failure, feasibility 
work could be carried out to develop a proposed solution 

and determine the costs, such that if a failure occurred the 
lead in time for procurement would be less.    Modern 

wireless technologies would be considered to reduce the 
likelihood of a similar failure in the future.  In addition further 

repair works to the road surface will be carried out

Failure at the A66 / Teesside Park Interchange

The interchange was constructed in 1989/90  and it 
was recognised at that time that there an ongoing 

issue with settlement and that it would need regular 
repair/infill.
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Risk Issue Risk Type Risk 
Category

Appendix B

Officer Responsible
Measures already in place 

to control risk
Effectiveness
of  proposed

controls

Measures planned 
for next yearPrevious 

Risk Score

Stockton -on-Tees 
Borough Council

Impact Score  X   Likelihood Score  =  RISK Score
[ Risk Score: >20=Catastrophic, 16-20= High,  < 16 Medium, Low ]

   CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 
 Quarter 4  March 2011                                                              

RISK IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT           RISK MANAGEMENT                   

Service Corp.
Risk No.

Business    
/ Service 
Objective Present Risk 

Score

Target Date

8

I = 4 I = 4

X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62823.xls?view=Display

9 RES People

Managerial.      
Financial  

Reputation I = 4 I = 4
X X

L = 4 L = 4

= 16 = 16 High

http://sbcintranet/library/64521/73047/110026/157109/1
62826.xls?view=Display

Professional/ 
Managerial.      

Legal.          
Financial  

Reputational
People

Resources   
(HR)  Accurate reporting including triggered referals to 

relevant departments. New welfare screen developed in 
PSE which has specific fields for welfare related data 

including , specific reasons, adjustments and comments 
and this gives a complete history. A new suite of 

absence reports is currently being developed that will 
focus on specific issues e.g.stress related absence that 
will be detailed down to team level and this will enable 

specific support e.g. bespoke training sessions for 
service areas where required. Revised Attendance 

Management policy launched in June 2010.

Single Status agreement implemented in 2008 and all 
job evaluation review appeals completed in June 2010. 
Systems in place for review of grades as a result of 
organisational structure reviews and for individual 
requests for review of their grade. ( Management of 
Organisational change Policy). Equal Pay Audit to be 
undertaken on an annual basis, next review March 2011. 
The Council also implemented new travel arrangements 
as part of the Single Status Agreement on 1st June 
2010.

Resources   

 Sickness absence

High Sickness levels make it difficult to deliver 
high quality services reliably.

Equal Pay / Value Claims

Merged with Former Risk 17 - Single Status

Significant Financial Impact. Reputation. 
Employee Relations 

Quarterly review meetings with Occupational Health provider 
and a full evaluation will be carried out at the end of the first 

year (April 2011).

Review 
July 2011

Target Date
Ongoing

Continue to defend equal pay claims and where appropriate 
discuss potential settlement with UNISON solicitors

Julie Davey

Denise McGuireReview Date
Oct 2011

Target Date 
Ongoing
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